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          Retail Planner

          Artemetra Retail Planner is a full-featured software suite covering
            the most important steps in retail planning.
It consists of several modules seamlessly working together
          

        

      

      
        
          
            
            
          
          Pre-Season Planning

          Make a high level Pre-Season Planning and push it down to all lower
            levels. Use a friendly graphical interface to adjust and scale.
            Use scenarios and compare to Last Year, Last Last Year and any WSSI Scenario. Import and export to the WSSI,
            and
            end up with a budget that is supported throughout your organization.
          

        

        
          
            
            
          
          Assortment Planning

          Add articles quickly & easily, providing more details incrementally. Include Sample
            Tracking, Tech Packs and any other PLM-like details needed to send orders to your ERP.
            Get notified if your assortment does not fit with your Budget, Open to Buy, Price Point or any other custom
            metric.

        

        
          
            
            
          
          Order Tracking (OCP)

          Track your orders with all details you need. Allow suppliers to confirm and edit orders
            without manual actions on your part. Automate authorization flows. Get automated notifications and reminders
            for delayed and changed
            orders.
          

        

        
          
            
            
          
          WSSI / OTB

          Manage your Open To Buy (OTB) by reviewing Weekly Sales, Stock, and Intake (WSSI).
            Aggregate on any combination of levels in your product hierarchy, time periods, regions, and seasonalities.
            Take action by adjusting plans at any moment. Use quick scaling and locking to apply changes
            exactly where you want them.

        

        
          
            
            
          
          Allocation & Replenishment

          Use the power of Machine Learning to forecast sales and optimize allocation of stock.
            Increase profit and minimize overstock by always having stock in the right place at the right time.
            Adjust your orders based on the latest forecast.

        

        
          
            
            
          
          Analysis

          Analyze any metric, drilling down from company total to item level. Optimize allocation
            to stores.
            Get crucial info in time, to ensure timely re-ordering and accurate markdown management.
          

        

        
          
            
            
          
          Markdown

          Increase revenue by implementing optimized markdown proposals, based on past and
            projected sales, sell-through, inventory, and price elasticity. Stay in control by manually including
            and
            excluding articles to align with your strategy.

        

      


  

  
  
    
      
        
          Login

          Click a logo for the login page
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                  Artemetra

                

                
                  Artemetra was founded in 2004 as an independent software & consulting company.
                    Large retailers have been among its clients right from the start. Artemetra has worked in
                    industries as diverse as insurance, logistics, energy, technology, banking, and more. Since 2012,
                    Artemetra has been focusing exclusively on development of retail planning software.
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                  Bas Bijvoet

                

                
                  Bas Bijvoet earned a Master’s degree in Physics, worked at McKinsey & Company
                    from 1998-2004, and holds an MBA from INSEAD. In 2004, Bas founded Artemetra, serving clients from
                    a wide range of industries. In 2012-2013, Bas was co-founder and CTO of Snappet, a leading platform
                    for adaptive learning in primary schools in The Netherlands and other countries. In his free time
                    he likes to play the violin and conduct his orchestra.
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                  Joris Stolwijk

                

                
                  Joris Stolwijk earned Master's degrees in Classical Languages and Philosophy,
                    before switching to a career in software development. He joined Artemetra in 2008. From 2012-2018,
                    Joris worked for
                    the educational startup Snappet as lead developer and (chief) product owner. In September 2018,
                    he returned to Artemetra to help with further development of the Retail Planner.
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          Artemetra

            Burg. s'Jacoblaan 17

            1401 BK Bussum

            The Netherlands

             mail@artemetra.com

             +31 (0)6 5336 1934

            IBAN: NL46 INGB 0004747633

            KvK: 34218774

            VAT ID: NL001598256B93
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